Antenatal Management for Women with Inflammatory Bowel Disease: Experience from Our 'IBD MOM' Clinic.
Inflammatory bowel disease affects women during their reproductive years and thus pregnancy outcomes. IBD MOM is a multidisciplinary, single-center clinic established to benefit women with IBD and their neonates. The aim of this study was to evaluate the perinatal outcomes of the IBD MOM clinic patients compared to patients who attended antenatal and gastrointestinal disease community clinics (IBD CC). This single-center, prospective study was conducted from 2011 to 2015. The primary outcome was cesarean delivery; secondary was adverse perinatal outcomes. In parallel, a new pregnancy-oriented, disease severity score was evaluated for its association with perinatal risk (score low = 0 to severe = 5). We identified 90 women in the IBD MOM clinic and 206 in the IBD CC. Maternal age, smoking habits, pregnancy complications, and type of IBD (CD/UC) were similar between groups. Rates of labor induction and birth weight were also similar between IBD MOM and IBD GI. The IBD MOM overall preterm delivery (PTD) rate (< 37 weeks) was significantly higher 18.9 versus 9.7% (P = 0.028). The IBD MOM group had a significantly higher IBD MOM disease severity score that correlated with a higher rate of PTD. The overall IBD MOM score and scores > 3 were significantly associated with PTD risk in both groups (P = 0.013 and P = 0.004, respectively). Women with moderate and severe IBD who attended a multidisciplinary clinic may benefit from this unique center. Healthcare planning policies can assume that costly, multidisciplinary clinics for women with IBD should be reserved for those with moderate and severe disease.